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ABSTRACT
Many medical and professional programs implement policies that prohibit students from asking questions during examinations. The reasoning behind these policies remains unclear to some, as there is a lack of literature addressing this topic. The purpose of this article is to present the rationale behind such policies and to discuss why these policies may help promote fairness and preserve score validity.
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At the North Carolina State University (NCSU) College of Veterinary Medicine (CVM), we recently updated our guidelines for administering examinations within the CVM. The guidelines were created based on “best practices” for professional testing in the fields of examination security, administration, and psychometrics. The guidelines were formally reviewed and approved by the Faculty Committee on Academic Performance and Student Conduct (FCAPSC), which consists of several faculty members, administrators, and students in the doctor of veterinary medicine (DVM) program. The revised guidelines were presented at a college-wide faculty meeting in the fall semester of 2015, and went into effect in the spring semester of 2016. While faculty were generally supportive of most updates and changes, one particular item was troubling for some faculty members. Specifically, our new guidelines state the following:

No questions will be answered during the exam (e.g., clarification, rewording, interpretation, suspected typos, etc.). Any questions with typos or other errors will be assessed post exam for potential elimination. An in-test mechanism for voicing challenges/concerns regarding exam questions will be provided and will be clearly identified at the start of the exam.

The guidelines go on to list a variety of mechanisms for voicing challenges/concerns regarding exam questions will be provided and will be clearly identified at the start of the exam.

The guidelines go on to list a variety of mechanisms for voicing challenges/concerns regarding exam questions will be provided and will be clearly identified at the start of the exam.
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purpose of this article is to discuss guidelines and policies in which students are not permitted to ask questions during examinations and to present the rationale behind these necessary, albeit sometimes controversial, practices.

THE ROLE OF STANDARDIZATION IN PROMOTING FAIRNESS AND SCORE VALIDITY

Most examinations conducted in medical and health professional programs are moderate-to-high stakes for students. The Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing essentially states that the greater the stakes for examinees, the greater the amount of evidence is necessary to support the valid inferences one might make about a set of scores. To carry out assessments that are both fair for examinees and capable of yielding valid scores, assessment professionals rely heavily on standardized practices. As noted by Royal and Hecker, test scores are typically affected by three primary factors: (1) the instrument, (2) the examinees, and (3) the conditions under which the examination was administered. When instruments and the conditions for which examinations are administered are standardized, the error stemming from these sources is mitigated. Any variation in examinees’ scores can be more directly attributed (with greater certainty) to actual differences in student ability. Thus, the importance of standardized processes cannot be understated. It was with this backdrop in mind that we identified five reasons to prohibit students from asking questions during examinations. The following section presents the five reasons and discusses how each affects fairness and validity concerns.

RATIONALE FOR PROHIBITING STUDENTS FROM ASKING QUESTIONS DURING EXAMS

In recent years, the number of students with disabilities has increased exponentially. The American Disabilities Act (ADA) mandates that persons with documented disabilities be provided reasonable accommodations during testing scenarios. Such accommodations often include extended time on tests, providing quiet/private testing rooms (i.e., distraction and noise-reduced environments), and so on. Virtually all medical and health programs now have students with documented disabilities, thus it is necessary to consider how efforts to accommodate students with disabilities might affect other students as well. Because students with accommodations are often tested in a different physical location (to reduce noise and other distractions), students who ask questions in the primary testing setting will be privy to answers that students in a different location may not hear. This lack of standardization disadvantages any student who tests elsewhere (e.g., students with accommodations testing in a private room or students testing at a later time due to an excused absence).

Second, students complete exams at different speeds and typically are free to leave the testing environment immediately upon completion. This raises the question of what happens when someone asks a question after some students have already completed the exam and left the testing environment. In such instances, students who complete an exam early would be disadvantaged, and those still present in the test setting area would be advantaged. Certainly, it would be possible to require students to remain in the testing area until everyone has completed the exam, but such a policy would likely be unpopular with students and would invariably result in increased threats to exam security. Thus, when weighing the advantages and disadvantages of requiring students to remain in the testing area versus simply prohibiting students from asking questions, it is clear that prohibiting questions would be more practical and effective.

Third, asking questions during an examination may disturb some students. Professional testing providers such as Prometric and Pearson VUE go to great pains to create a distraction-free environment, as distractions such as excessive noise can affect examinees’ and can ultimately result in invalid scores. While asking a single question before the entire group of students during an examination might not seem particularly egregious, instances in which students ask multiple questions could become particularly distracting and affect some students’ concentration, possibly leading to increased anxiety. Thus, it is possible that students who have trouble concentrating or who experience anxiety (without accommodations) might be unduly disadvantaged by any talking during an exam. Of course, sometimes students approach faculty in private and ask questions. When this occurs, it often creates a dilemma for the instructor of whether or not to make a general announcement to the entire class. If the instructor answers only the single student’s question, then all other students may potentially be disadvantaged. However, if the instructor decides to answer the question and announce the answer to the entire class, it does mitigate the fairness issue (at least for those present in the room), but it may disturb some students who did not need clarification.

Fourth, there is a concern that faculty may simply “give too much away” when responding to a question. By their very nature, faculty members are typically warm, approachable, and helpful individuals. When students ask for help, most educators will find it difficult to ignore their request. Thus, when students are permitted to ask questions during an exam, it essentially puts instructors in a position in which they might feel somewhat obligated to respond. In their efforts to be helpful, some instructors might inadvertently provide information (e.g., a subtle hint, a cue intended to help students recall something) that leads examinees to the correct answer. When this occurs, students’ responses to the item are now contaminated with error that may ultimately affect both the accuracy and meaning (validity) of their scores.

Finally, there is concern that when instructors present an item differently (e.g., rephrase the question, provide additional information) it may alter the meaning of the item and ultimately how the item functions statistically. Previous research has shown that very trivial changes to an item can affect how examinees respond, thereby affecting the item’s psychometric functioning. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that any alteration of an item, including
a verbal response, may affect how students respond and ultimately affect the integrity of the item. Further, when instructors evaluate various psychometric indicators of item quality (e.g., measures of difficulty, discrimination, etc.), they might forget about providing alternative or additional information to students for a particular item or items. This could result in several unintended consequences, such as identifying an item that “jumped” considerably in terms of difficulty (which typically is indicative of previous item exposure), or identifying an item that is now so “easy” that it is rendered ineffective. In either scenario, instructors may be tempted to remove the presumably problematic item from future examinations, thus costing them valuable time and energy as they generate a new (and robust) item on similar content. In any instance, presenting an item in any other way than what is presented on the assessment could introduce unwanted error and affect score accuracy and meaning.

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
We have presented five reasons for adopting a guideline and/or policy that prohibits students from asking questions during an examination. While the guideline is intended to promote fairness and ensure score validity, it is important to recognize that faculty, on occasion, do present students with items that are ambiguous or of questionable quality. That said, it is critical that institutions adopting a similar “no questions during exams” guideline/policy provide students some mechanism for flagging items that may be problematic. For examinations administered electronically, most assessment programs have a flagging feature for examinees to call attention to a potentially problematic item. Some software will also allow examinees to comment on the nature of the problem. In the case of paper-and-pencil and Scantron examinations, students should also be provided an opportunity to express their concerns about a potentially problematic item. We suggest creating a designated section for comments on either the examination or Scantron form. We recommend faculty promptly review any items that were flagged to ensure item quality and score integrity. This practice also has the advantage of capturing student concerns after the exam, as opposed to having to make note of questions that students asked during the exam or trying to remember what problems occurred.

Finally, there is an old adage that says “prevention is the best medicine.” This general truth certainly applies here insofar as instructors should be proactive and take the necessary steps to ensure that their examination items are clear and to assess what they are intended to measure. Abundant resources are available to help faculty construct sound examination items. We recommend that faculty see Haladyna and Rodriguez7 for an excellent primer.
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